Scanning electron microscopy of Porphyrin 1 with cytosine in different ratio, with adenine, and thymine
The morphology of porphyrin 1 in the presence of cytosine, adenine and thymine separately was gained by scanning electron microscopy, which is an appropriate technique to obtain an important insight into the possible structural formation through the selfaggregation. The method was involved in this study started by preparation of 1x10 -4 M of porphyrin macrocycle in an aqueous solution followed by addition of the nucleobases then to drop-wise few drops from the resulted solution to silicon waver. The self-aggregation and uniformly array formed perhaps could be seen in the solution, which has been transferred into silicon waver to slowly allow the resulted mixture to be dried at room temperature. FE-SEM showed that porphyrin 1 and adenine have self-ordered into prism morphology, consequence of multiple hydrogen-acceptors and donators in adenine structure, along with four sides of phosphoric acid on peripheral porphyrin (Fig. S7 ).
Perhaps we assumed that a vigorous hydrogen bonding rather than any other non-covalent interaction leads to form a novel prism-shaped microstructure from two sides with length arrange between 12 and 16μm, and no more than a half is the width. In addition, the morphology of porphyrin-thymine assembly illustrated a different shape of the initials.
Microrod-like structure is a resulted formation of self-assembly of porphyrin, which has been controlled via thymine involving. (Fig. S8) . 
